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ABOUT GWFM
Global Workforce Management Forum is the 1st 
WFM Forum in the world initiated. GWFM form 
is a non-profit professional organization and 
Professional Global Charted Body, comprising of 
a group of Senior WFM & HR professionals 
committed to promoting the WFM movement in 
the global platform and enhancing the capability 
of workforce management & human resource 
professionals to compete globally and thereby 
creating value for society. GWFM is committed 
to the development of workforce through educa-

tion, training, research and experience sharing. GWFM is one of the fastest growing professional 
forums in the world and a trend setter where we discuss current and future happenings in the 
global business.

Established in 2014 June, GWFM is an autonomous, not-for-profit professionally managed orga-
nization, playing an Evangelist role in grooming Leaders for Future. GWFM has 20,000 members 
representing, Top Multinationals, Public & Private organizations including Top Universities 
spread across the world. GWFM has had an exciting journey of over two and half years. GWFM 
has been stupendously enriched by the learning from top industry leaders.

The Global WFM (GWFM) is the Professional Body for WFM and HR professionals across the 
world. GWFM is a not-for-profit organization that exists to promote greater awareness, under-
standing and innovation in Workforce Management is fully supported in its mission by leading 
organizations in the sector. The GWFM provides members with the opportunity to network with 
other professionals in the industry, to learn about career development opportunities, to share 
knowledge and expertise, to access Continuous Professional Development programs and to 
carry the official designation of membership.

Vision:
To create a worldwide platform for knowledge sharing & professional networking.

Mission:
As a WFM Professional Forum Chartered Body GWFM is very Passionate to be Innovative
by keeping Integrity at heart which is very Relevant and that Reflects in whatever we do.
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ABOUT THE COURSE

Learning Model:

The participants who are enrolling for any of the above the course will receive 
Dual certificates

The Data Science courses are designed by WFM Veterans and seasoned professionals,
also highly advanced for the current and future readiness for WFM Professionals.

GWFM Job skills would be methodically imparted through an industry-defined curriculum for e.g.
: WFM upskilling, Strategic WFM Programs, WFM PGP Programs, and WFM Research center.

The following is the overview of the details of the course offered by Global WFM Chartered 
Body USA & Canada

• Self-paced Learning Program
• Interactive learning sessions with instructors Virtually
• LMS Platform to learn and track the development
• Assignments & Projects
• One -on -one coaching and mentoring
• Masterclass & Webinars

• Chartered Institute of Global Workforce Management Canada
• Institute of Global Workforce Management USA
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The importance of data Science brings together the domain expertise from programming, 
mathematics, and statistics to create insights and make sense of data. When we think about 
why data science is increasingly becoming important, the answer lies in the fact that the value 
of data is soaring heights. Did you know that Southwest Airlines, at one point, was able to save 
$100 million by leveraging data? They could reduce their planes’ idle time that waited at the 
tarmac and drive a change in utilizing their resources. In short, today, it is not possible for any 
business to imagine a world without data.

Importance of Data Science

Off all fields in contact center such as Operations, Training, Quality etc., Workforce Manage-
ment relevantly uses more data than others. This is very obvious with the cycle of WFM men-
tioned below such as Forecasting, Planning, Scheduling, Real Time Management & MIS.

Let us look at each section in brief to understand the importance and usage of Data Science 
concepts in Workforce Management.

Forecasting is the most important aspect in WFM and in terms of Data Science, it is called as 
“Predictive Analytics”. We use the statistical methods such as exponential smoothing, ARIMA 
etc. to do our Volume or FTE forecasting against time which is otherwise also called as “Time 
Series Analysis”.

How is it relevant to WFM?

Forecasting

Data Science
in WFM

Real Time
Analysis

Reporting

Forecasting

Planning

Scheduling
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If there is no planning, there is no business. Planning is the key to run the business. After we 
forecast, we use the data in the planning stage to build strategy on hiring, budgeting, revenue, 
infrastructure etc.

For hiring, we use Data to analyze the type of resources available. Some of the methods used 
are Descriptive and predictive statistics from Data Science.

For budgeting and Revenue, the combination of historical data, judgmental analysis and 
predictive analysis is used to take a decision.

Planning

The current trend in Scheduling is Gig economy and preference-based scheduling. It is very 
important to collect the employee data and use them to analyze to predict their preference shift 
accordingly.

Though we still use Erlang, Linear workload in scheduling today, the artificial intelli-
gence-based scheduling which is purely data driven will be future of scheduling.

Scheduling

As a WFM professional, we spend lot if our time on planning the future. However, Traffic Man-
agement or Real Time Monitoring is where the plan is bought into action. In this stage, we use 
the immediate data available to make a prediction or a plan for the rest of the day.

This could be in terms of how many more breaks or aux can be allowed while we still meet the 
Service level. Do we need to acquire more Over Time to finish the emails in queue etc.

The knowledge of Data Science enables the Real Time analyst to take better decision since 
he/she would know how to analyze the data strategically.

Real Time Analysis

Reporting is the only field where we would know how we performed against what we had 
planned. This data can be put into various use for further analysis and further prediction.

The Business Intelligence or the Data Visualization is a subset of Data Science which enables 
to tell story based on Data. This data presentation will help us yield hidden information and 
thus makes the decision stronger and more strategic.

Reporting

In Data Science, Time Series is a huge concept with in-depth information and practice of 
end to end concept.
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ABOUT THE COURSE

Mathematics is very much important for data science, be it 
statistics, probability or algebra or whatever. Statistics show 
us that the data which we collected has a pattern or not. It 
makes us say that there should be a mean and variation for 
every data. Probability shows us the future of data, whether 
it is going to happen or not. Also, it says about the past as 
well. 

1. Mathematical Skills

Gone are the days where statisticians worked with pen and 
paper or with a calculator to analyze a company’s sales or 
benchmark the competitor company’s sales. Now we could 
do all these things with programming, not all these but more 
than these. We could see how far the data takes us in the 
long run, whether the data was consistent in the past and 
how we are doing in the present. 

2. Programming Skills

Linear algebra is the basis of data science as data revolves around functions and equations. 
Also, we could get vectors and matrices from data, which is a crucial part of linear algebra. If 
you want to be a master in data science, you must know how linear algebra works. Start 
loving mathematics, and it will take you to great heights.

The best programming languages that work for data science in Python and R programming 
language. If you learn Python once, there is no turning back to other programming languages 
because Python is straightforward and simple. R programming language is said to be for 
those who don’t know the program at all. But believe me; it is easy than you think. R is mostly 
used when you need more sketches. It is good to know both the hand of the language in hand, 
but one language can take you to a higher level in the beginning.

When we read the newspaper, we skim and skip the most 
important news, but the ones we read are mostly sketches. It 
is a human notion to see anything and to be registered about 
the same in mind.

So, is visualization skill indispensable in Data science? I 
would answer it with a big Yes. The entire data of maybe 100 

3. Visualization Skills

pages can be minimized to two or three graphs or plots. Don’t you feel it be cool?

To draw the graphs, one must visualize the patterns of the data. Excel is a great tool which 
draws the necessary charts and graphs based on our need. Some other tools for data visual-
ization include Tableau, Infogram, and Data wrapper and so on.
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HOW WOULD THE DATA SCIENCE COURSE WITH GLOBAL WFM HELP YOU?

DATA SCIENCE IN WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT - BASIC

The future of world is Data and WFM is not spared. If you finish the course of Data Science 
with GWFM, it enables you to connect the dots between WFM and Data Science.

You will have the opportunity to learn from renowned leaders of the industry and make you
skill and network grow big.

Duration of the Basic Course: 3 months (30 hours followed by assignments) – 4 Credits

It is paramount to convey our findings either to a group of 
teammates or senior management. Communication helps us 
to reach a level higher than what we really fight for. Being a 
good communicator helps us share our ideas and to find dis-
crepancies, if any, in the data. Presentation skill is most 
important in a project to showcase data findings and plan the 
future. Looking at each other’s eyes to convey a message is 
important during the presentation.

4. Communication Skills

Courses are offered on the following Programs
• Certification
• Executive Program
• Post Graduate Certification (PGC)
• Post Graduate Program (PGP)
• MBA
• FellowshipWhen we read the newspaper, we skim and skip the most 

important news, but the ones we read are mostly sketches. It 
is a human notion to see anything and to be registered about 
the same in mind.

So, is visualization skill indispensable in Data science? I 
would answer it with a big Yes. The entire data of maybe 100 

pages can be minimized to two or three graphs or plots. Don’t you feel it be cool?

To draw the graphs, one must visualize the patterns of the data. Excel is a great tool which 
draws the necessary charts and graphs based on our need. Some other tools for data visual-
ization include Tableau, Infogram, and Data wrapper and so on.
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DATA SCIENCE IN WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT - ADVANCED

Duration of the Basic Course: 6 months (60 hours followed by assignments & projects) –
7 credits

Course Coverage
• Introduction to WFM
• Introduction to Data Science
• Basic Terminologies of Data Science
• Four Types of Data Analytics
• Introduction to Statistics for Data Science
• Basic Forecasting Techniques
• Introduction to R
• Practical implementation of Basic Forecasting
• Introduction to Capacity Planning
• Case Studies and Data science Practice in WFM followed by 
   assignments

Course Coverage

Learning Outcome of doing the course

• Application of Data Science in Planning
• Introduction to Python & Tableau
• Concepts of Data Visualization
• Advance Statistics for Data Science
• Advanced Forecasting Techniques
• Practical implementation of Advanced Forecasting
• Data-Based Scheduling
• Introduction to Business Finance
• Simulation Project using all the above topic

• Combination of WFM & Data science together
• Apply Data Science in WFM to solve business problems
• Use the skills to uncover hidden solutions in data
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Learn WFM + Data Science 
+ Real time Use cases = Apply at work

GWFM Introduces Data Science in WFM
1st Time in the Global Market 

Basic & Advance level courses are offered

Globally Recognized  Certification  Approved & 
Recognised by the Education Council of Canada

I am a Next Gen WFM Professional,
my career is on fast-track with high pay

• Develop potential to take on business challenges and goals
• Gain problem-solving and analytical skills as they are everywhere
• Get industries for the outstanding benefits
• WFM Data science / Analytics helps businesses in making smarter 
   decisions
• WFM Data Analytics improves efficiency and lowering the organization's 
   risks
• Progress in a career in WFM as you will be distinguished as unique with 
   this skill

REACH OUT TO US AT

Mail: info@globalwfm.com
Phone: +91 91678 44214 / +91 99001 71542 / +91 97393 94427

Copyright© of GWFM all rights reserved 2021-202209

Certified WFM Data Scientist

Visit us to Learn: www.gwfmlearning.online 


